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Introduction  

As a trainee teacher I became a keen user of mathematical packages such as Autograph, 

Cabri and Excel.  For example I used Autograph with students to explore the completed 

square form of a quadratic and Excel to explore differentiation from first principles.  Using 

these software packages enabled students to generate many examples efficiently whilst 

affording them a chance to create their own conjectures before efficiently testing them out.  

From the outset of my teaching career I held an intuitive belief that ICT can be harnessed to 

deliver mathematics in a more engaging and interactive way that would boost students‟ 

achievement in the subject, this project sets out to explore these beliefs.  

During my second year of teaching I was introduced to GeoGebra – dynamic geometry 

software which is freely downloadable from the internet and can be used on any computer.  

You can do all the usual things such as draw graphs, create shapes, plot points etc, however 

what I loved was the flexibility you have to create relationships between objects.  To give a 

flavour of this Figure 1 below shows how the sine and cosine waves can be generated from 

the unit circle.   

 

Figure 1 

 

Why GeoGebra? 

GeoGebra seems to offer an excellent opportunity to explore my ideas on how ICT can be 

used to improve the teaching of mathematics; this list was influenced by Diković (2009): 

This point here is dependent upon this point and this angle. 



 A teacher can build dynamic demonstrations (see figure 1) creating dynamic 

relationships between objects on the screen live in front of a class this seems 

preferable to using an “off the shelf” java applet or a static whiteboard.   

 Students can build their own dynamic GeoGebra files, being able to efficiently 

explore key mathematical ideas i.e. they could create figure 1 for themselves. 

 GeoGebra is conducive to experimental learning where students can take ownership 

in and personalise their work. 

 GeoGebra supports multiple representations, that is it combines many of the features 

of a computer algebra system and dynamic geometry program, it also has a built in 

spreadsheet.  It seems to be a number of the commercial packages in one for free! 

 Students can solve problems by exploring mathematics dynamically. 

 I believe using GeoGebra encourages you to think like a mathematician especially in 

defining relationships between objects. 

 GeoGebra is widely available in that it can be loaded directly from the internet for 

free. 

 GeoGebra is open-source and according to its website:  

 

 “The future development of GeoGebra will be substantially influenced by the 

needs and desires of the GeoGebra user community” 

(GeoGebra, 2010) 

 

 There is a large online user community with active forums where ideas are shared 

and responses posted to peoples‟ problems. 

 

These points are supported by Chris Little (2008) who suggests GeoGebra builds on the 

commercial packages such as Geometers‟ Sketch Pad and Cabri by offering the user the 

interplay between geometry and algebra, he also believes the web based nature of 

GeoGebra enables many users (teachers) around the world to collaborate and share ideas 

in how to effectively use GeoGebra.  The activity of the online forums and wikis show this is 

happening.  I think Little spots an advantage in the accessibility of GeoGebra over other 

packages by detailing how GeoGebra worksheets or investigations can be accessed by 

students at home.  He also indicates if GeoGebra was to widely catch on: 

“Newly qualified teachers will no longer find that their favourite package, encountered 

during their training, is not available in their new school.” (2008, 4). 

 

I have personally found being able to access GeoGebra at home invaluable to creating 

tasks. 

 

 

 

Context 

 



I taught 5 classes at AS and A level and used GeoGebra with all of them.  I teach each class 

for 1.5 hours 3 times a week.  The particular modules I have taught are: Core 1 – 4, 

Statistics 1, Mechanics 1, Decision 1 and 2, Further Pure 1-2.  My students have A*-B at 

GCSE mathematics the range of ability is apparent with some students aspiring to read 

mathematics at a prestigious university whilst others barely have the algebraic skills to 

access the course.  I work in a large department of 20 maths teachers I will be sharing 

resources and ideas with colleagues and seeking their feedback on how effective they think 

they are and whether or not they will use GeoGebra.   

 

Methods used 

I have invested a good deal of time in developing my GeoGebra expertise in order that I 

might develop rich tasks, demonstrations and investigations for my students.  I have used 

GeoGebra in the 3 ways suggested by Dawes (2011): 

1. Teacher demonstrations 

All students in class are looking at an interactive whiteboard with a GeoGebra file open, 

the teacher leads the discussion, students are expected to answer and pose their own 

questions and form and solve conjectures.  I give a basic example in figure 2 below.  I 

might ask what happens to the graph as I increase b or what if a = -2.  These whole 

class interactions were enhanced with a wireless mouse where I might, for example, 

invite a student to place a point where they think y = 2sin(3x) first crosses the positive x-

axis. 

 

 

Figure 2 

 

2. Students interacting with files created by me 

 



Either in a workshop setting or for homework students would work with a file created by 

me having to complete some questions or an investigation with it.  Figure 3 below 

demonstrates a GeoGebra file where students had to drag triangles onto two squares of 

the same area and describe how this is a proof of Pythagoras‟s Theorem. 

 

 
 

Figure 3 

 

3. Students creating their own files 

 

Students work at a computer and are expected to use GeoGebra from scratch to 

investigate or solve a problem set by the teacher, this was typically accompanied with a 

worksheet or some outline instructions.  Figure 4 below shows something similar to what 

a student created to explore under what conditions rational functions has vertical 

asymptotes. 

 

 
Figure 4 

 

Students have been expected to interact with files created by me and create their own 

files both in class time and for homework.  

 

Data collection 



Workshop investigations 

Throughout the year I have conducted between 70 and 80 different investigations in our 

workshop see appendix F for a list of the topics investigated.  These have ranged in duration 

from 10 minutes to 90 minutes.  I have conducted some of these investigations more than 

once. All of my students filled in an anonymous questionnaire on using GeoGebra to conduct 

an investigation – see appendix G.  Throughout the year I have kept a record of students 

comments regarding investigations, some of these have been unprompted by me.  At the 

end of some workshop investigations I conducted brief informal interview seeking the views 

of 2 – 4 students (see appendix H for the typical structure of my questioning).  I had a one-

one interview with all of my AS students at the end of January 2011 where I could more 

formally seek their views on the use of GeoGebra appendix I gives some example questions 

however I naturally free flowed according to students‟ responses.  I also used my 

professional judgement to gauge how well an investigation had gone, as one colleague put it 

“it‟s often the case you just know whether a particular teaching activity was successful or 

not”.  To add weight to these judgements I sought the opinion of other colleagues who ran 

identical investigations to me.   

Students’ use of GeoGebra at home 

See appendix J for a questionnaire I conducted in February to gauge students use of 

GeoGebra outside the classroom.  When a particular assignment was set that required the 

use of GeoGebra I surveyed the class to who had done it.  I also set tasks at the start of 

lessons that assumed students had completed the homework, this acted as a proxy to how 

successfully (if at all) a particular student had undertaken the homework.  With one class I 

explicitly asked for GeoGebra files to be submitted to me, I asked some members of this 

class about their experience.  Again I was able to ask questions on a one-one basis with all 

of my AS students about their use of GeoGebra outside the classroom.  Some students 

reported using GeoGebra without me asking them; I kept a record of these instances. 

GeoGebra in the classroom 

Professional judgement was primarily used to judge the how effective my use of GeoGebra 

on an interactive whiteboard in a classroom was.  Again weight is added from other 

colleagues who have experienced using GeoGebra live in front of a class.  I have also been 

observed by other colleagues using GeoGebra to conduct interactive demonstrations.  In 

February students were invited to make comments about course delivery with some making 

comments specific to GeoGebra in the classroom. 

Literature Review 

GeoGebra was novel to me in that the three main strands of elementary mathematics: 

algebra, geometry and calculus could be explored simultaneously in one free ICT package.   

Considering A-Level mathematics is largely algebra, geometry, calculus and their 

connections it seems GeoGebra is a natural tool for both me as a teacher demonstrating a 

concept in the classroom and for students to conduct their own investigations.  Chris 

Sangwin illuminates the way GeoGebra behaves both “geometrically and algebraically” by 

considering the logistic map f(x) = ax(1-x).  See figure 5. 

 



 
 

Figure 5 

 

In figure 5 f(x) is defined algebraically and is dependent on a, whose value can be controlled 

by moving the slider.  The point A along with its tangent line is defined geometrically.  As we 

change a we see dynamically the relationship in the Geometry window.  Sangwin suggests: 

“This mixing of algebra and geometry is the heart of GeoGebra”.  Summing up his 

demonstration of the logistic map Chris Sangwin says (Sangwin , 2007, 37)  

 

“The effectiveness of this needs to be experienced, and is certainly visually more 

appealing than a sequence of static pictures such as might be provided in a book”. 

 

I do think such demonstrations are more engaging, the logistic map under consideration is 

complex however because GeoGebra enabled me to explore it from scratch in an efficient 

and dynamic way I probably gained much more insight than if I had studied static pictures.  

This certainly has implications for teaching A-Level mathematics where traditionally the 

study has been rather static with text books and teacher exposition on whiteboards. 

It sometimes feels there is a danger in A-Level mathematics of “teaching to the test”, it 

seems there is a rather prescriptive syllabus with just enough time to get through it, with a 

few lessons for revision at the end before the next module exam.  Jane Imrie suggests  

“We have fallen into a rut in the last 10-15 years, possibly related to the drive to „raise 

standards‟, have „measurable outcomes‟, achieve the target grades, etc”  

She details how Ronnie George likened teaching maths “to a bowling alley with fences down 

both sides, and where the exams are the target” i.e. there is little scope to diverge from the 

syllabus.  The effective use of GeoGebra might offer an opportunity to extend the number of 
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Input bar 
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rich tasks and investigations I can offer my classes.  Dawes suggests that students can use 

GeoGebra to visualise, conjecture, convince and help provide elements of a proof and sums 

up by suggesting GeoGebra is “a tool for turning children into mathematicians”.  Griffiths is of 

a similar view of how mathematics should be taught: 

“The idea that mathematics teaching should include, indeed, should be based upon, 

open-ended, investigatory, problem-solving activities is as old as the hills.” 

Dawes‟s suggestions about GeoGebra facilitating students to become mathematicians 

(2011) will meet this age old idea put forward by Griffiths.  The appeal to me is that it seems 

GeoGebra offers a powerful tool that can be harnessed to create rich, problem solving based 

activities that meet the criterion set out in the A-Level syllabi.  

Diković  (2009) suggests GeoGebra can help students grasp experimental, problem-oriented 

and research-oriented learning of mathematics, both in the classroom and at home.   

Students can simultaneously use a computer algebra system and an interactive geometric 

system; by doing this, they “can increase their cognitive abilities in the best way”.  Indeed it 

would seem GeoGebra offers a flexible tool that might encourage thinking at all levels of 

Blooms Taxonomy (see appendix A).  At the higher levels students might efficiently and 

dynamically explore their own conjectures gaining instant visual feedback.  This might lead 

students to synthesise different ideas in order to prove and test their conjectures and 

perhaps even evaluate their methods if they hit a dead end.  This is to act like a 

mathematician who might encounter many false leads before arriving at a solution. 

 

FINDINGS 

Students using GeoGebra in a workshop setting 

Introducing Students to GeoGebra 

The first activity for my AS classes was an initiation to GeoGebra (see appendix B).  

Students were shown how to implement sliders to explore the general equation: y = mx + c 

see figure 6 below.  The activity concluded with students attempting to sketch linear graphs 

before checking their answer in GeoGebra. 

 

Figure 6 



An immediate problem seemed to be the wide variation in loading times with some students 

having to wait 2 – 3 minutes longer than others before they could begin using GeoGebra.  

Some colleagues in the past have suggested they would love to use computers more, 

however as loading times can sometimes be frustrating they might be deterred.     

As I roved around the classroom I made the following observations: 

1. It is necessary to provide a written exercise of about 5 minutes in length for students 

to complete whilst computers are loading, see appendix C for an example. 

2. All students could implement what was asked of them having no real difficulty in 

setting up sliders and seemed engaged by the dynamic nature of what you could do 

with them. 

3. Students seemed willing to take ownership in generating their own examples.  When I 

asked one student why he had opted to sketch y = -x + 4, his response was “I get 

negative ones wrong and need to work on this”.   

4. Towards the end a few students were using GeoGebra to explore quadratics and 

other curves, some perhaps aimlessly. 

5. Around 20% of the students finished the main task well ahead of time; there was an 

extension to explore the intersection of 2 linear graphs that was tackled well by those 

that got onto it. I reflected that perhaps the extension should be on something not 

strictly on the syllabus rather than work coming up in subsequent lessons.  I was 

excited by this as it seemed there would be time during these activities to stretch at 

least some students in a deeply mathematical way.  See appendix C for the details of 

the extension task used in the next GeoGebra workshop. 

General Findings of conducting workshop activities with GeoGebra 

In early January I surveyed 62 AS students about their experience of using GeoGebra in a 

workshop setting.  Most of the investigations had been based on topics encountered in core 

1.  56 reported that such investigations with GeoGebra were useful, 3 were unsure and 3 

replied they didn‟t think them useful.  I interviewed all of these students at the end of January 

as part of their January review I asked some questions regarding GeoGebra.  Many students 

commented that GeoGebra helped them better understand many topics because of the 

instant visual connection, for example about 10 students independently said it was really 

useful for getting to grips with transformations of graphs.  One student reported: 

“When studying the translation of cubic graphs I was quickly able to spot the pattern, 

I thought the same thing was happening that happened with translations of quadratic 

graphs, it was easy to check this was so”. 

I think to make and confirm such conjectures and to seek out connections in mathematics is 

to behave like a mathematician.  Sometimes I have to lead students to discover such 

connections, but perhaps not as much when they are equipped with GeoGebra as it can be 

used by them to gain instant feedback.  Indeed other students commented “GeoGebra is 

really useful for checking something”.  My brighter students reported that they were always 

able to finish a particular investigation and thought GeoGebra enabled them to explore 

extension work or their own questions.  About 5 or 6 students from my AS Further Maths 

class were frequently asking and trying to solve their own questions using GeoGebra as a 

tool to explore and test out their answers.  It also seemed that encouraging these students to 

explore The Oxford Entrance Exam and STEP questions (see appendix K for an example) 

with GeoGebra was very useful for them. 



In May 2011 I surveyed 46 AS students across 3 classes (see appendix G).  6 students 

reported that they had found GeoGebra difficult to use, with 16 finding it easy and 7 finding it 

very easy.  I had detected that some students had struggled at times in using GeoGebra in 

the workshop.  When interviewing another colleague in June he suggested that “some 

students get lost in the programming space” what he means here is that GeoGebra is a 

powerful tool that can be used to implement and explore complex relationships between 

mathematical objects.  I discovered this to be true with some of my students: consider figure 

7 below where point B is defined as B = (x(A), m) where m is the gradient of the tangent 

(black in figure 7 below) and A is a point on the blue curve.  Sometimes GeoGebra assigned 

the point A the label C instead (so B = (x(C), m) a minority of students would trip over this 

and not understand why their GeoGebra file was not working as expected.  My colleague 

added this is no bad thing because in many industries and in higher education students will 

be “expected to learn on the job” and “be able to bend a tool to their own purposes” he felt 

when his students were using GeoGebra to work on an investigation they were gaining these 

“invaluable skills”.  I think this is a sound point, certainly when I was at university there was 

an expectation to “bend” technical software packages to my own end in the pursuit of solving 

a problem, as a result I would typically have a deeper understanding of the mathematics 

being studied.    

 

Figure 7 

In May 2011 I posed the question “Using GeoGebra in the workshop typically aids my 

mathematical learning” to my 3 AS classes: 1 strongly disagreed, 4 disagreed, 8 were 

neutral, 24 agreed and 8 strongly agreed.    

As additional comments 5 students independently suggested that the load up time for 

GeoGebra needs to be improved.  4 students said sometimes they didn‟t have enough time 

to complete the workshop tasks.   

Students using GeoGebra for homework 

A small amount of the data I obtained on students using GeoGebra at home appears to be 

contradictory:  51% reported they used GeoGebra on a home computer, however on some 



of my questionnaires some students claimed they did not use GeoGebra at home, but later 

answered they were able to access GeoGebra files I sent via email at home!  95% students 

reported that they had used GeoGebra outside of class either at home, in college or 

elsewhere. 

The homework tasks I have set mainly fall into 4 categories: 

1. Students having to submit a file they have created to explore and solve a problem. 

To give an example: My further maths mechanics students had to use GeoGebra outside of 

class to model the motion of a basketball (see appendix E for the worksheet).  Students 

typically created a GeoGebra file like figure 8 however there was much variation with a 

couple of students independently adding in extra sliders to vary gravity and position of the 

hoop.  Some students did struggle to set up the initial model so I had to spend some class 

time suggesting how this might be done.  About 25% of my students did struggle to set up 

the spreadsheet in GeoGebra to find the initial velocity for a given angle; however 15% were 

able to independently complete the extension task.  All 20 students submitted work 

demonstrating they had set up a valid model in GeoGebra. 

 

Figure 8 

The most appealing thing about using GeoGebra in this way was that once students had 

created a working model of the trajectory of a basketball they could use it to validate 

subsequent calculations rather than not knowing if they were right or wrong.  Many students 

made strong connections between their dynamic model in GeoGebra and their algebra.  

The majority of students responded they enjoyed the open nature of the task, and thought 

GeoGebra made for some interactive mathematics.  Some commented that “GeoGebra 

allowed them to see what was going on with their algebra and this helped”  A large number 

of students however did comment that the task was time consuming and their homework 

time might have been better spent on exam revision.    

 

 



2. Using GeoGebra to practice a basic skill. 

Throughout the year I have suggested students use GeoGebra to check answers to drill 

exercises such as sketching straight line graphs, modulus functions, circles, where a curve 

and a line intersect etc.  It is harder to gauge how many students have done this as the 

answers to my questionnaires have probably been biased with students not wanting to admit 

to not doing it.  Anecdotally the quality of the homework I have taken has seemed better than 

previous years; however our department has been putting videos on our moodle site for 

some topics.  I have conducted a series of informal interviews with students on their use of 

GeoGebra again their feedback is likely to be biased in favour of using it, however this has 

been largely positive.  Many students have said they used GeoGebra to “check” or look 

something up independently of being ask to and to help with homework. 

3. To interact with a file I have created and have emailed to my students. 

Not being able to open my attachments was a more common problem than I had anticipated.  

In some specific instances the number of students who interacted with a particular file was 

disappointingly low.  Many students were enthusiastic about these investigations 

demonstrating what they had learnt in the following lesson. 

4. To investigate a small topic for next lesson. 

When all or almost all students did this proved to be very effective, however it seemed that 

some students opted out of doing this.  To give an example I asked students to look at the 

graph of y = tan(x) and    
     

    
 and be ready to explain their connection in the next lesson, 

the response was typically positive with more able students usually being very conscientious 

about undertaking these tasks.  A disadvantage of this was that if a minority of students had 

not done the task and the lesson was to build on their findings they were already adrift, one 

student I interviewed said she “just hadn‟t had chance to get to a computer between 

lessons”.  

Using GeoGebra as described in 3 and 4 above seems to offer an opportunity for students to 

discover some mathematics outside of the classroom.  With AS Mathematics particularly 

tight to fit into the allocated number of lessons this seemed advantageous and at times 

allowed students to explore some concepts more deeply than they might otherwise have. 

The use of GeoGebra in a classroom setting (see appendix D for examples) 

Students have been very positive in my use of GeoGebra interactively in the classroom, with 

one describing it as “a nice touch” and some asking for more “cool demonstrations”.  

Anecdotally it has seemed some demonstrations have led to a high level of engagement with 

students returning fire on my questions with their own, this was supported by feedback from 

a lesson observation.  A colleague who has watched some of my demonstrations thought it 

was highly engaging to build these up from nothing as the students could really buy into 

what was going on, the colleague felt this much preferable to an off the shelf, premade 

demonstration.   

The use of GeoGebra seemed conducive to students creating their own conjectures, as I 

could ask “what if” and then easily test whether they are true and if not what refinements 

they want to make, in some cases this wouldn‟t be possible with a static whiteboard.  For 

example I might ask a student to plot some points that should be on y = 2sin(3x), I might ask 



if the class agrees before inviting the student to type in the equation to see if indeed the 

graph goes through their plotted points.  I frequently used GeoGebra in this way, when 

differentiating a particular nasty quotient I had a trace of the gradient function and invited 

students to come up and enter their solution to see if it matched up, when two people had 

got it wrong I almost had a fight as students clambered over each other to try and be next.  

The point is this interactivity seems to hold much over traditional whiteboard and pen 

methods.  Again colleagues corroborate these findings, reporting that such use can make 

lessons more engaging and aid mathematical understanding by connecting the method with 

visually and dynamically what is happening.  For example one colleague commented when 

teaching the normal distribution it was extremely useful to use a file (see figure 9) I had 

created to find the area under the curve.  A colleague suggested that with many exam 

questions it is worth exploring what is happening visually and dynamically in class by using 

software such as GeoGebra.  Another colleague commented “GeoGebra allows you to 

quickly get the answer with understanding” and added that “it is very useful to use GeoGebra 

to get a visual understanding of exam questions”. 

 

Figure 9 

Discussion 

I think the GeoGebra workshop sessions worked best when students were explicitly directed 

initially with the first tasks being very specific, before giving the freedom for students to 

explore for themselves.  For example when investigating the modulus and arguments of 

complex numbers in GeoGebra I insisted the first 5 examples they tried were ones I had 

devised with rather nice numbers, before inviting them to try their own, before finally coming 

up with a conjecture and hopefully a proof (Part of the written activity whilst GeoGebra 

loaded was to do with compound angle formulae; so they had been primed!).   

When an activity required the student to use many features of GeoGebra the some students 

became bogged down in the technical implementation.  For example I designed an activity 

where students constructed a GeoGebra file that demonstrated how the sine and cosine 

waves can be generated from the unit circle (similar to figure 1).  Too many students stalled 

with the actual implementation in GeoGebra and too much of my time was spent in showing 



students how to use GeoGebra rather than focusing on the mathematical relationships, this 

is a finding of Dawes (2011), who suggests when students create their own files it might take 

a long time, they might not do what the teachers wants and they have to spend time learning 

GeoGebra rather than mathematics. Drijvers (2011) discusses the pedagogical and technical 

skill required to ensure: 

“Appropriate information is provided to students at the right moment and what they 

receive prepares for the subsequent tasks, but they are not overwhelmed by an 

„overdose‟ of buttons and menus”. 

 Having an interactive whiteboard in our workshop proved to be very useful for this, if 

required I could simulate where a typical student in the class had got to in the investigation 

and indicate where the investigation should go next, I could also address any technical 

issues globally.  Without the interactive whiteboard it seems likely that I would have 

struggled to address problems such as students getting stuck or not knowing how to use a 

feature of GeoGebra.  A colleague said “being able to give direction with the interactive 

whiteboard was crucial at times”.  On reflection I think many students benefitted from the 

interplay between the mathematics and technical implementation in GeoGebra as they seem 

to complement each other in that you need some mathematical direction to successfully 

implement part of your idea, once implemented you might be provoked to pursue some more 

mathematics which you can then test or implement in GeoGebra.  Like my colleague I 

believe the additional skills students might pick up through using GeoGebra in an 

investigative environment are very valuable.  A majority of students felt that GeoGebra tasks 

in the workshop had aided their mathematical learning, to test this quantitatively might be 

quite difficult, however subjectively I think on many occasions students made serious 

mathematical progress whilst working on GeoGebra investigations in the workshop  

Many students have got much out of using GeoGebra outside of the classroom, whether it 

was checking to see if they had sketched a quadratic correctly, to form and prove a 

conjecture or investigate something for next lesson.  Many students reported they used 

GeoGebra between lessons even though I had not explicitly asked them to.  I will certainly 

continue to set GeoGebra orientated homework.  I am particularly interested in setting more 

extended pieces where students are required to use a range of mathematical and ICT skills, 

such as the project on basketball motion (see appendix E).  I think such assignments are 

useful in many ways as they enable students to embed and apply previously learnt 

knowledge, they get to use mathematics in a practical and engaging way and allow for 

students to create and explore their own enquiries, i.e. behave like mathematicians.  I will 

certainly continue to set GeoGebra orientated homework and envisage students will 

continue to use it even if I haven‟t explicitly asked them to.   

I think GeoGebra is an excellent tool to use in class with an interactive whiteboard as it 

makes lessons more interactive and engaging, my view is supported by colleagues and 

comments made by students.  Using a wireless mouse in conjunction with GeoGebra and an 

interactive whiteboard further adds to the interactivity, in a future version of GeoGebra there 

will be a built in pen tool, this will enable students to publicly share their ideas efficiently from 

their own seat before testing them out, I believe this will lead to higher levels of engagement 

from my students. 

It is my opinion that GeoGebra supports students across the ability range; take for example 

an investigation where AS students had to explore transformations applied to trigonometric 



functions.  Weaker students could easily remind themselves of the basic sine and cosine 

graphs before practising applying a single transformation whereas the most able students 

could conjecture what happens if multiple transformations are applied and whether order of 

transformation matters, all students could check their work independently whilst taking 

ownership of the complexity of the examples they were exploring.  Generally it seems 

GeoGebra offers an excellent environment in which students might undertake extension 

tasks to find and prove conjectures.  Occasionally a student might do something you hadn‟t 

thought of as a teacher which makes the task more efficient, or points towards a 

generalisation that I hadn‟t considered.  I have seen evidence that GeoGebra stimulates 

some students to ask and explore their own questions which they probably wouldn‟t in class.   

Colleagues do have mixed opinions regarding GeoGebra, with some using it with their 

classes regularly, commenting it is very powerful in what you can create and do with classes.  

A couple of colleagues have commented they like some of the features in GeoGebra 

especially the flexibility in how your ideas can be implemented.  One colleague‟s goal is to 

use GeoGebra more next year.  Colleagues that have implemented investigations in 

GeoGebra have been positive in their feedback suggesting it has been beneficial to their 

students.  Others have commented that it isn‟t particularly intuitive.  Some colleagues have 

said it is hard to remember how to do certain things between uses commenting further that it 

is hard to find the time in order to become a proficient user,.  I personally found this to be the 

case and have spent many hours developing and refining the GeoGebra resources I have 

used; at times I became frustrated with the amount of time it took to overcome a small 

hurdle.  It was often only after my teaching day that I had time to build GeoGebra resources 

so I empathise with other teachers especially when there are other mathematical software 

packages in our department to use.  That said I do think there are some real benefits from 

using GeoGebra, a colleague said “having the algebra, geometric and spreadsheet features 

all in one place is excellent” I also think GeoGebra is a fine tool for conducting mathematical 

investigations, there seems to be a richness in what can achieved by harnessing the 

simultaneity of the algebra and geometry views, the sliders also efficiently allow students to 

explore general relationships.   

Have I addressed my intuitive beliefs outlined in my introduction?  I certainly think there is 

real value in using GeoGebra in the ways outlined in this report; it might be hard to 

quantitatively show these students have benefitted from my study; however the interview 

and questionnaire evidence largely suggests students think they have benefitted 

mathematically from using GeoGebra.  My subjective judgement would agree with this as 

time and again this year I have observed my students behaving like mathematicians in 

seeking, exploring and explaining mathematical ideas and patterns, other colleagues have 

supported this view. 

 

What I’ve learnt as a teacher 

The more I have learnt about GeoGebra the more I have used it.  It has been fun to research 

how GeoGebra can be used to teach particular topics.  I certainly think my classroom has 

become a more interactive place.  I was inspired by how MEI created a GeoGebra 

demonstration for every question on the January 2007 Mechanics 1 paper (MEI, 2011).  I 

now actively think how GeoGebra might be used to enhance the teaching of every topic.  I 

certainly became more confident in my use of GeoGebra as the year progressed being able 



to do quite technical things from scratch in front of a class being able to adapt and free flow 

according to students questions and demands.  I think this is much more powerful than 

merely showing students a pre-prepared demonstration as it shows the students ideas from 

first principles as well as giving students ownership in the task as I respond to their ideas 

and suggestions.  A colleague observed me create example 1 from appendix D from scratch 

and thought this preferable to presenting the finished file to the class as the class could buy 

into the construction.  I have already started planning new demonstrations for next year, 

indeed it has sometimes been the case that only after teaching a topic I have realised that I 

could have better demonstrated a topic through GeoGebra or set up an investigation to 

explore it. 

Conclusion 

It will possibly be my future students that feel the real benefit of this study as I have refined 

and honed my GeoGebra skills.  I have developed a sense of what really works, for example 

in class when doing a demo with GeoGebra it is almost always a good idea to start with a 

blank file and create the demonstration live so students can see all of the ideas being 

implemented.  It is also probably a bad idea to conduct investigations that require students to 

use a lot of the technical features of GeoGebra.  Many of my tasks have been refined after 

students have used them.  I love the fact students can use GeoGebra at home, that 

GeoGebra is constantly being developed to refine old features and add new and there is 

vibrant online user community with a plethora of ideas.   

I have experienced firsthand the development of GeoGebra, one day complex numbers 

weren‟t supported, the next they were!  As with many open source projects the future 

development of GeoGebra looks exciting.  There is currently a beta version of GeoGebra 

that supports 3D geometry, a computer algebra system and a host of other new things; this 

opens a plethora of new opportunities to use GeoGebra for investigations and 

demonstrations.  Moreover it seems the developers are keen to respond to teachers ideas 

on the improvement of GeoGebra.  In addition to the rapid development of GeoGebra there 

is a vibrant online GeoGebra user community; figure 10 below shows the high activity of the 

forum for one morning in May.        

 

Figure 10 

I will undoubtedly continue to use and develop my GeoGebra expertise; I predict I will use 

GeoGebra even more with my classes next year.  I am currently developing a suite of videos 

on how to implement various demonstrations and investigations with GeoGebra so other 

colleagues might benefit from what I have learnt.   
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Appendix A - Bloom's Taxonomy Mathematics Chart 

Adapted by Daly Mannarino Ltd., All rights reserved 2005 

Levels Verbs Sample Tasks  

KNOWLEDGE 

Learn terms, facts, 

methods, procedures, 

concepts 

Draw, Recognize, Count, 

Group, Reproduce, 

Memorize, State, Tabulate, 

Identify, Point, Follow 

Directions  

1. Can you identify the 

different place values 

in the metric system?  

2. State the mode, 

mean, median, and 

range from your set 

of data. 

3. How do you 

reproduce a circle 

using a compass? 

COMPREHENSION  

Understand uses and 

implications of terms, facts, 

methods, procedures, 

concepts 

Change, Classify, Convert, 

Estimate, Interpret, 

Measure, Put in Order, 

Show, Suggest, Express in 

other terms 

1. Classify polygons by 

regularity, concavity, 

and line symmetry.  

2. Explain how to 

convert between 

fractions, decimals, 

and percents. 

3. What is your 

interpretation of the 

data expressed on 

the graph? 

APPLICATION  

Practice theory, solve 

problems, use information in 

the new situations 

Calculate, Compute, 

Construct, Demonstrate, 

Derive, Graph, Manipulate, 

Operate, Practice, Prove, 

Solve 

1. How do you calculate 

the percent of a given 

whole?  

2. Solve for area of a 

rectangle by using A= 

l x w. 

3. What information do 

you consider when 

graphing data derived 

from a survey? 

ANALYSIS  

Analyze structure, recognize 

assumptions, breaking 

down material into parts 

Break down, Deduce, 

Diagram, Distinguish, 

Formulate, Group, Order, 

Separate, Simplify, Sort 

1. What methods can be 

used to compare and 

order fractions?  

2. Analyze the 

relationship between 

variables on a graph. 

3. What factors do you 



consider when 

formulating a plan for 

problem solving? 

SYNTHESIS  

Putting information together 

into a new and creative way.  

Construct, Create, Derive, 

Develop, Document, 

Generate, Integrate, Plan, 

Predict, Prepare, Propose, 

Specify, Tell 

1. Describe some 

patterns that you 

recognized in the 

construction of 

Pascal‟s Triangle.  

2. What kind of table 

can you create that 

represents change in 

temperature? 

3. What prediction can 

you make from this 

graph? 

EVALUATION  

Set standards, Judge with 

purpose, accept or reject on 

basis of criteria 

Appraise, Choose, 

Compare, Conclude, 

Decide, Describe, Evaluate, 

Justify, Measure, Validate 

1. Evaluate the 

expression after 

changing the order of 

operations.  

2. Describe how to 

solve a problem using 

the 4 step method. 

3. Justify your reason 

for choosing the 

strategy selected. 

   

Accessed March 2011 http://www.is93.org/blooms_math.htm 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Appendix B 

Introduction to GeoGebra – Revision of y = mx + c 

1) Navigate to http://www.geogebra.org/cms/en/download (google “GeoGebra webstart” if you 

prefer).  Follow my instructions to configure GeoGebra and save preferences. 

 

2) Create 2 sliders on your worksheet and call them m and c (see my demo on the IWB). 

 

3) Input: y = m*x + c.  It is often helpful to change the colour of a graph – do his by right clicking 

your line and selecting “Object Properties”.  GeoGebra should look similar to the image below: 

 

 

 

4) Move your sliders and see what happens to the line. 

5) What is the significance of c? 

6) What is the significance of m? 

7) Without drawing the graph where does y = 4x + 8 cross the x axis?  Check your answer in 

GeoGebra. 

8) Without drawing the graph where does y = -3x + 6 cross the x axis? Check your answer in 

GeoGebra. 

9) Without drawing the graph where does y = 2x + 3 cross the x axis? (give your answer as a 

fraction) Check your answer in GeoGebra (is your fraction equivalent to the decimal shown in 

GeoGebra?). 

10) Give a general strategy for finding where a graph of the form y = mx + c crosses the x and the y 

axes. 

11) Without drawing the graph where does 3x + 4y = 18 cross the x and y axes?   

12) Devise some of your own linear equations, try and draw them (ALWAYS LABLEL WHERE IT 

CROSSES THE X AND Y AXIS) then check your answer in GeoGebra.  How about 
 

 
      ? 

 

x -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 

y        

 

http://www.geogebra.org/cms/en/download


Appendix C 

What can you do with 2 points? 

Think back to last weeks’ lessons and detail all of the things we can do, how do we do them?   

Find the mid point of A and B 
 

 

 

 

1) Plot the points A = (1, 1) and B = (2,3) in GeoGebra. 

2) Can you create the above in GeoGebra – the help menu might be useful. 

3) Manually calculate the all of the above, do your answers agree with GeoGebra? 

4) Move A and B to new positions (include negative x and y values) and repeated step 3. 

Extension: Consider the perpendicular bisectors of the side of a triangle, where do they meet?  Can 

you prove this? Google: Circumcenter for more info.   

GeoGebra can be used to help with Review Sheet B, spend some time exploring how. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

In this space students had 

to come up with things like: 

find the gradient of the 

slope, find the equation of 

the line, find the length, 

find the perpendicular 

bisector. 

About 5 out of 40 students made more than trivial 

progress with this task.  The general problem isn’t a 

simple one to solve.  GeoGebra allowed these students 

to visualise specific cases of triangles.  For instance 

these students could focus their attention on a right 

angled triangle (see adjacent image).  I was impressed 

with how some of these students worked towards a 

logical argument to why this happens, with only 

minimal input from the teacher.  



Appendix D – Some examples of how I used GeoGebra in class 

Example 1 - Fitting a parabola to a sound mirror: 

Starting with a new GeoGebra file I used Google Earth to zoom in on a sound mirror in the 

South Coast of the UK.  I imported a snapshot of this into GeoGebra see Figure 8 below.  I 

then led a class discussion on how to go about fitting a parabola to this leading onto a 

discussion of where the focus should be and then a practical application of where incoming 

sound waves would be reflected to.  The interactive file below was built by me but the class 

were largely directing me in what to do and responding to my questions.  I might have just 

presented the finished file to the class however I think it much more engaging to build it live 

from scratch. 

 

Figure 8 

Example 2 - Central Limit Theorem with cricket scores 

We found some test cricket scores online and used these as a population from which to 

sample.  We initially created some random samples by hand but this is repetitive unthinking 

work.  We used GeoGebra to automate the process using both the spreadsheet and random 

number generation features.  The brown histogram shows the population might be 

exponentially distributed; the green histogram is the sampling distribution.  Again students 

could really buy into what was going on and didn‟t get bogged down with lots of repetitive 

calculations.  We were also able to efficiently generate lots of data on the effects of the 

sample mean.  This wouldn‟t have been feasible had we done it by hand.  As a plenary we 



used GeoGebra to simulate rolling a die so that the population was uniform.  I believe 

GeoGebra enabled the lesson to be a lot more productive than if we had done this by hand. 

 

Figure 9 

Example 3 - Deriving the formula for arc length 

I have presented many such mini activities where students spot patterns in the numbers 

generated before forming and hopefully proving a conjecture.  I sometimes position a 

student at the computer to control GeoGebra whilst I field and direct questions. 

 

Figure 10 

 



Appendix E 

Mechanics 1 Project:   

Modelling a basketball throw 

Aim: 

In this project you will investigate the trajectory of a basketball thrown from the free throw 

line and establish the possible combinations of angle and speed which would lead to scoring 

a basket.  At the end of the project you will produce a short report  of  your work (two or 

three pages in length, plus tables of results, graphs and diagrams) . 

The project will take about 1.5 lessons in class.   In addition you should spend around 3 – 4  

hours working on the project as homework.   

 

Lesson  1 (0.5 lesson)   

 Setting up your mathematical model 

 Using GeoGebra create an interactive file that displays the position of a point 

dependent on time.  Use sliders to control initial angle and velocity. 

 What key principles and equations will you need to use in your model? 

 What assumptions will you need to make in your model?  You must give 

sensible reasons for each of the assumptions. 

 What are the key dimensions (distances, heights etc.) you will need to 

consider? 

Homework     

 Research the key dimensions and the assumptions 

 

Lesson 2 (1 lesson) 

Analysing your model 

 What combinations of initial speed and angle of projection do you think might 

work? Try them out in your GeoGebra file. 

 Use algebra to derive a formula for the initial speed of throw required to score 

a basket, for a given angle of projection. 

 Set up and test a spreadsheet in GeoGebra to enable you to calculate the 

required initial speed for a given angle. 

 For various angles of projection, use your spreadsheet to find the speed of 

throw required to score a basket, do these values agree with your model in 

GeoGebra? Think about different ways of presenting the results (e.g. tables, 

graphs etc.). 

 Extension:  Can you use algebra to derive an expression for the angle of 

projection required to score a basket, for a given initial speed of throw?  

 



 What are your conclusions? What do you think is the best combination of 

speed and angle to adopt? Explain your reasoning  

 What is the effect of your assumptions? What difference would it make if you 

changed your assumptions ? 

 In your group, discuss the structure of your report. What do you need to 

include? What is the best order in which to arrange the content? 

 Start to write your project report. Remember you are aiming for two or three 

pages, plus tables and graphs, and remember that you should spend three or 

four hours writing the report. 

 

Homework:  

Complete your project report ready to hand in on the due date. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Appendix F - Topics explored using workshop investigations  

Core 1 

y = mx+c  

Perpendicular bisector 

Intersection of straight lines 

Quadratic equations – sketching and factorising 

Completing the square and the vertex 

Intersection of parabolas and lines and use of discriminant 

Cubic equations – sketching 

Differentiation from first principles 

Differentiation – tangents, normals and stationary points 

Differentiation – optimisation 

Integration – area under a curve 

Circles – sketching and transforming 

Core 2 

Trigonometry – deriving the sine and cosine curves from the unit circle. 

Solving triangles 

Solving trigonometric equations 

Sketching and transforming trigonometric functions 

Differentiation – stationary points, normals and tangents 

Integration –area under a curve 

Exponentials and logarithms – curve fitting, sketching and transformations 

Transformations generally 

Core 3 

Functions – domain, range, composite and inverse  

 ex numerous investigations 

Exponentials and logarithms – sketching and transforming 

Differentiation of keax 

Differentiation of trigonometric functions 



Modulus function 

Order of transformations 

Inverse trigonometric functions 

Sec(x), Cosec(x) and Cot(x) 

Proof 

Numerical methods 

Core 4 

Vectors – equation of straight line, shortest distance from a point to a line, angles between 

lines 

Parametric equations 

Implicit functions 

Binomial Theorem 

Compound and double angle formulae 

Differential equations 

Statistics 1 

Basic data handling 

Mean and standard deviation of data 

Linear regression 

Correlation 

Normal distribution 

Central limit theorem 

Estimation 

Mechanics 1 

Velocity, displacement, acceleration time graphs. 

Forces – many uses 

Projectiles 

Further Pure 1 

Matrices – transformations 

Quadratic equations 



Conics – parabola, hyperbola and ellipse – transformations and consideration of as loci of 

points 

Graphs of rational functions – a number of investigations to look at the various properties of 

these functions 

Geometrical consideration of complex numbers 

Improper integrals 

General solution of Trigonometric equations 

Newton Raphson method 

Linear interpolation 

Location of roots 

Linear laws 

Further Pure 2 

Loci of complex numbers 

De Moivre‟s theorem 

Arc length 

Hyperbolic functions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Appendix G – Workshop Questionnaire 

GeoGebra in the workshop 

How useful are GeoGebra workshop investigations? 

Not at all useful Not useful Neutral to its use Useful Very useful 

     

 

How easy is GeoGebra to use? 

Very difficult Difficult Neither easy or 

difficult 

Easy Very easy 

     

 

Using GeoGebra in the workshop typically aids my mathematical learning 

Strongly disagree  Disagree Neutral Agree  Strongly agree 

     

 

Any additional comments: 

 

 

GeoGebra in the workshop 

How useful are GeoGebra workshop investigations? 

Not at all useful Not useful Neutral to its use Useful Very useful 

     

 

How easy is GeoGebra to use? 

Very difficult Difficult Neither easy or 

difficult 

Easy Very easy 

     

 

Using GeoGebra in the workshop typically aids my mathematical learning 

Strongly disagree  Disagree Neutral Agree  Strongly agree 

     

 

Any additional comments: 



Appendix H 

General questioning procedure after conducting a workshop investigation 

 

Figure 11 

Appendix I – Typical questions asked in 1 -1 interview with AS students 

How useful do you feel the GeoGebra workshop investigations have been? 

What progress do you typically make with these investigations? 

Does GeoGebra aid or distract from your mathematical understanding of a particular topic? 

Are the GeoGebra investigations more engaging, less engaging or about the same as 

working in class? 

 

 



Appendix J 

1) Did you use GeoGebra at home? 

2) Did you use GeoGebra outside of lessons? 

3) Did you use GeoGebra outside of class independently of being asked? 

Give examples 

4) Was it useful using GeoGebra outside of the classroom? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Appendix K 

 

The above is an example of an Oxford entrance paper.  Below is a GeoGebra file a student 

put together to check their answer and gain a deeper visual understanding of what was 

happening: 

 

 

Figure 12 


